Chapter4
From Positivism to "Anti-Positivism" in Mexico:
Some Notable Continuities
Alexander Stehn

Over roughly the past fifty years, a general consensus has emerged in the schol
arship on Latin American thought dating from the latter half of the nineteenth
century through the first quarter of the twentieth. Latin American intellectuals
widely adapted the European philosophy of positivism in keeping with the de
mands of their own social and political contexts, effectively making positivism
the second most important philosophical tradition in the history of Latin Amer
'
ica, after scholasticism. However, as thinkers across Latin America faced the
challenges of the twentieth century, they grew increasingly disappointed with
positivism, so that "anti-positivism" stands out as a defining feature of Latin
2
American philosophy in the early twentieth century. In this essay, I challenge or
at least add nuance to this widely accepted narrative by demonstrating consider
able continuity rather than simple rupture between positivism and "anti
positivism" in Latin America. I focus on Mexico, where both positivism and the
3
reaction against it are generally taken to have been strongest, or at least most
4
politically significant. After tracing the history of positivism's transformations
in Mexico from Auguste Comte
Justo Sierra

(1848-1912), I

(1798- 1 857}

to Gabino Barreda

( 1 8 18-1881)

to

show how Mexico's leading "anti-positivist" phi

losophers-Jose Vasconcelos

(1 882- 1959}

and Antonio Caso

(1 883-1946)

draw substantially upon their positivist predecessors.

The Scholarly Consensus: From Positivism to Anti-Positivism
More than any other scholar, Leopoldo Zea is responsible for establishing
the basic meta-narrative of the rise and fall of positivism, first in the context of
Mexico-in El positivismo en Mexico ( 1943) and Apogeo y decadencia del posi
tivismo en Mexico (1944)5-and then throughout Latin America in Dos etapas
del pensamiento en Hispanoamerica ( 1949).6 According to Zea, positivism be
gan gaining traction in Mexico in 1 867 by promising to solve pressing social
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and political problems, but it eventually proved inadequate to the task given new
social disturbances.7 While the precise problems and timelines differ across oth
er Latin American countries, Zea' s basic narrative framework remains consis
tent: "Hispanic-American countries interpreted positivism in various ways, al

ways in keeping with the most urgent problems which they were attempting to
solve.''8 Positivism initially seemed to produce "an order based upon science, an
order concerned with the education of its citizens and the attainment for them of
the greatest material comfort."9 But soon "a mute discontent was felt in many
social spheres, and there was talk of the materialism of the age, of egotism as its
personification. Education was not reaching all the social classes. Comfort was
not enjoyed by all members of society."10 Anti-positivism grew out of the disap
pointment that accompanied these harsh realities, eventually culminating in a
revolution in the Mexican context.

l do not wish to challenge the outline of Zea's historical narrative, which in
terprets the various Latin American positivisms as failed practico-theoretical
attempts to reconcile much older problems stemming largely from the history of
colonialism. There are good reasons for the scholarly consensus that has
emerged based upon Zea's careful work, the continuing force of which is repre
sented across many works, including many of the essays in the present vol
ume.11 Nonetheless,

I wish to complicate the received narrative of "positivism,"
As the narrative of positiv

which is remarkably deceptive as a singular noun.

ism's rise and fall has grown increasingly entrenched, it has become easier to
miss the plurality of positivisms that emerged across Latin America. This has
occurred in spite of the fact that Zea and other early scholars of' positivism
pointed out crucial differences between positivisms. For example, Arturo Ardao
wrote: "Latin-American positivism not only is different from the European, but
it varies from one country to another . ... There is no single Latin American Posi
tivism."12 This is the sort of point that tends to get lost as positivism fades from
being a topic of active philosophical inquiry and becomes the headword of more
encyclopedic articles that for the sake of brevity fall back upon the established
meta-narrative describing Latin America's turn from positivism
anti-positivism (beginning in

1 900).13
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(1850-1900) to

der Auguste Comte

and track the changes positivism underwent between its ini

tial popularization and the later reactions against it. In fact, there is a fascinating

� � .Lati�

slippage that occurs frequently in scholarly narratives that deal w t

Ame rican positivism:

I) Comte is acknowledged as the founder of posttlVIsm; 1

2) Comtean positivism is adapted to a particular Latin America� �ontext-often
by rejecting whole portions of Comte's thought, such as the rehgton of human

ity-to form a nationally specific positivism15;

3) national positivis'!" undergoes

further changes under the influence of evolutionary thought, especially Herbert
Spencer's;
until

5)

4) evolutionary positivism com�s �p against increasing o�position;
anti-positivism becomes a distingutshtng feature of thought m the re

�

i

gion.16 Notice that by the time · anti-positivism" appea s, the '.'p siti �s " that it
�
�
�
is reacting against has reached tts fourth or even fifth mstanttatton! Gtven the
substantive slipperiness of "positivism" in this narrative, I would like to ask:
what relation does "anti-positivism" bear to the multiplicity of positivisms that

� �

preceded it, including Comte's original positivism? Or more simply: w ic posi
tivism is "anti-positivism" against? Or might there actually be contmmty be
tween certain positivist themes and so-called "anti-positivism"?
The bulk of my essay addresses these questions, but I want to raise two further
preliminary complications: l) after Comte's death, "positivism" is increasingly
used as a pejorative term, which tends to set up a straw-man;

2)

even among

Comte's followers, there is a deep disagreement over what to make of his later
works. Clear evidence of both complications appears in John Stuart Mill's

1 865

evaluation of Comte's positivism.18 Mill begins by describing how positivism

has come to take a central place in contemporary philosophical debates. While

he was describing the situation in Europe, the same need to define one's position
in relation to positivism quickly spread throughout much of Latin America, in
cluding Mexico. The conceptual problem is that the term positivism is "better
known through the enemies of that mode of thinking than through its friends."19
In fact, this point still obtains in most contemporary scholarship on Latin Amer
ican positivism. The term anti-positivism gives the impression that it stands in
stark opposition to a clearly defined philosophical movement- such as positiv

ism- but this is a verbal illusion. Indeed, the reverse is more likely to be true:
positivism has come to be defined negatively by anti-positivism in light of the

Multiplying Positivisms and Calling "Anti-Positivism" into Ques
tion
In contrast, I would like to suggest that much of what gets described as Latin
American "anti-positivism" might be fruitfully interpreted as distant adaptations
of positivism, especially if we emphasize the later writings of positivism's foun-

dramatic distance between the promises of positivism and what it historically
delivered. In short, our quest to understand positivism is shaped by the largely
negative conclusions scholars have reached concerning positivism's intellectual
20
achievements and political influence.
To further complicate matters, there was a pre-existing struggle over

the

meaning of positivism even among Comte's supporters. In fact, the majority of
those who recognized Comte as the founder of their own positivist schools
tended to alter or even altogether dismiss some positions expressed in his later
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works, which elevated the sentiment of love over scientific knowledge and elab
orated the religion of humanity as a means of fostering moral progress through
out the world.21 Despite Comte's explicit insistence that his later works were not

just consistent with, but actually the fulfillment of his earlier works,22 many
thinkers who had become positivists based upon Comte's earlier, more scientific

53

Gabino Barreda and Comtean Positivism
Gabino Barreda was primarily responsible for spreading positivism in Mexico

by founding the National Preparatory School in Mexico City in 1868 and mak

work expressed opinions similar to Mill: "Instead of recognizing, as in the

ing a modified form of Comte's positivism the basis of its curriculum.29 In the

few capital errors, it is in their general character that we deem the subsequent
speculations false and misleading."23 Mill presents the later Comte as having

cording to the counsel of Comte, the great social lessons offered by all these

Course de Philosophie Positive, an essentially sound view of philosophy, with a

more or less lost his mind, coming forth "transtigured as the High Priest of the

Religion Humanity," fundamentally different from "the savant, historian, and
philosopher of his fundamental treatise. "24

previous year, during his famous "Civic Oration,"30 Barreda had caught the at
tention of Mexico's president Benito Juarez. Barreda's aim was "to extract, ac

painful collisions that anarchy, which currently prevails in our spirits and ideas,
provokes all around us."31 After the chaos of the Reform War and the French
Intervention, Juarez was especially receptive to Barreda's invocation of Comte's

Simply put, two Comtes emerged: an early and a late, usually taken to corre

motto of "Order and Progress." Having taken courses with Comte in Paris from

fought over how to move forward with Comte's vision after his death. Emile

intellectual and spiritual disorder, but he showed little direct interest in Comte's

spond to a good and a bad.2s Even Comt�'s immediate successors in France
L ittre, who was primarily responsible for popularizing Comte's early works,
.
d1stanced p sitivism from the religion of humanity. In contrast, Comte's literary
�
executor, P1erre Laffitte, worked to propagate it. Between the enemies of

1 849 to 1851, Barreda understood social disorder to be a direct reflection of

desire to inculcate altruism via the religion of humanity.32 Nevertheless, Barreda
sought to achieve the very same end through educational reform, a task that he

was officially assigned by Juarez. The resulting ley orgtinica sought to reorgan

Comte's positivism and even some of its ostensible friends, Comte's later reflec

ize Mexico's educational system in its entirety, in order to restructure Mexican

conception of positivism up to the present day corresponds primarily to his ear

knowledge was even more encyclopedic than Comte's, and was met with gen

tions on love and the religion of humanity were obscured, so that the scholarly
lier work. 26
This is a crucial point given that my final three sections will argue for consid
erable continuity between the "anti-positivism" of Vasconcelos and Caso and

Comte's mature positivism. But first, in the next two sections, I will examine the
two intervening generations that adapted positivism to Mexico's circumstances.

Scholars agree with Zea's claim that Mexican positivism was Comtean at its
21
mcept10n. However, Zea also carefully documented how the socially Darwinist
·

·

positivism that later Mexican intellectuals like Vasconcelos and Caso reacted
8
.
g
� �mst . was very dtfferent.2 Unfortunately, th1s change m the meaning of positiVlsm ts often overlooked in discussions of "anti-positivism," many of which
nevertheless draw upon Zea's overall thesis that the Mexican bourgeoisie used
•

•

'

positivism as an ideology to maintain colonial forms of oppression while creat
ing new ones. The question, once again, is which positivism was used in this
way? Or, which positivism was "anti-positivism" against?

society and civilization itself. Barreda's attempt to unite the various fields of

eral approval by Comte's successor Laffite.33

Given the future evolution of positivism in Mexico-- that is to say its trans

formation by the cientificos during the Porfiriato, discussed in the section be
low-Barreda's reflections on moral education are less frequently discussed
than his reflections on scientific education. Just as scholars have tended to

downplay the fact that Comte's later writings describe how a systematic scien

tific education must serve the higher causes of moral, social, and spiritual trans

formations, Barreda's positivism is often caricatured as a form of scientism. But

as his essay "About Moral Education" makes clear, Barreda sought to place all
education in the service of moral, social, and spiritual progress, just like

Cornie.34 In this essay, Barreda attempts to place morality on a firm foundation
by separating it from religious dogma. He claims that Condorcet's dream of dis

covering the origins of morality in human nature rather than the supernatural has

been realized as psychology has begun to study the human capacity to have our

"egoistic tendencies exploded in favor of the common good."35 Drawing upon
Comte's criticism of theological and metaphysical explanations, Barreda writes:

"What the Apostle Paul placed outside of us-i.e., the benevolent inclinations of
love, veneration, kindness, and humility-science, after eighteen centuries of
laborious ascension, has come to find in our own being."36 In other words, tak
ing these moral phenomena as given in our experience, the question of moral
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education is this: how can we further develop the morality of the individual, and

command;
through the cultivation and growth of benevolent inclinations, should
the mind, fortified by science, should obey.'.46
After Barreda's death near the beginning of the Porfiriato, Mexico's Prepara

even the human species as a whole?
Barreda's answer, which draws directly upon Comte's,

is that we must allow

our immoral tendencies to atrophy while actively cultivating our altruistic ten
dencies. Barreda summarizes these "moral gymnastics" as follows:
Here is the final and positive object of the moral art, an object that will
be won with the practice of good actions and the incessant repression of
bad ones .... And with the examples of morality and true virtue that will

be presented with art in the schools, exciting in the pupils the desire to

imitate them, we are doing nothing more than allowing moral desire to

arise spontaneously and insensibly in them.37

While the minds' of pupils should be prepared by scientific study, their moral

than
toria became more concerned with preparing students for the professions
positive
the
included
that
education
an
through
order
reconstructing the social
to the
transformation of sentiments.47 But Barreda also passed positivism on
Ga
Metodofila
Asociacion
the
next generation of Mexican inte11ectuals through
bino Ba rreda, founded in

1877

with Barreda as president.48 However, the phi

losophical positions held by the second generation of Mexican positivists were
quite different from Barreda's own, even though they hailed Barreda as their
maestro. One of the most substantial differences was their interest in Spencer's

positivism, and the application of Darwinian theory to social problems more
generally.

education does not ultimately rest upon intellectual precepts or the fear of pun
ishment but rather the gradual cultivation of sympathetic instincts until they so
preponderate that "love becomes the irresistible guide of all our actions."38 This

The Evolving "Positivism" of Justo Sierra

and the

sentiment is identical to that of the later Comte, who presented the fundamental
aim of his System of Positive Polity to be "in accordance with the essential pur
pose of true philosophy, to systematize human life as a whole on the principle of
the subordination of the intellect to the heart. "39
Admittedly, there are differences between Barreda's positivism and Comte's.
For example, Barreda interpreted Mexican liberalism as an expression of the
positive spirit, whereas European liberalism represented a negative spirit for
Comte.40 More dramatically, Barreda seemed to reject the religion of humanity,
at least in its cultic form. But in a way, Barreda's attempt to reform education
constituted an attempt to shift the domain of the religion of humanity from
Comte's priesthood to the educational agencies of the State.41 In terms of politi
cal expediency, Barreda understood that de-catholicizing Mexico was virtually
impossible, so he emphasized religious freedom of conscience while seeking to
mold the moral conscience of the people into something more uniform using
positivism.42 However, Barreda famously altered Comte's tripartite motto to

Cient{jicos

The second generation of Mexican "positivists" did not shy away from Social
Darwinism in spite of Barreda's misgivings.49 Miguel Macedo published an es
say arguing that wealth was a form of social superiority that easily led to moral
superiority.50 Manuel Ramos linked evolutionary biology to sociology using the
concept of "survival of the fittest."51

These essays anticipated the bourgeoisie

ideology masquerading as positive science that accompanied many of the ideas
of the cientificos, Porfirio Dfaz's circle of technocratic advisors.52 In any case,
the philosophy articulated by the second generation of Mexican "positivists"
was not that of Comte or even Barreda, even though both were lauded and selec
tively cited. To mince words, I might refer to this second generation of Mexican
"positivists" as "anti-positivists," were the phrase not already used to describe
the following generation of the Ateneo de la Juventud, who reacted against the
Spencerian "positivism" of the cientificos. For the sake of clarity throughout the
remainder of this essay, I reserve the terms positivist and positivism (without

read: "Liberty as the means; order as the base; progress as the end.'.43 By chang
44
ing the first part of Comte's formula-"Love as the principle" -Barreda left

scare quotes) for the philosophies of Comte and Barreda.53

pupils free to their own private religious beliefs while nonetheless insisting that

leading.54 Moreover, positivism should not be conflated with Porfirism.55 Zea

they Jearn the public lessons of a unifying social ethics by studying the lives of
the great moralists. In other words, Barreda did not depart from the general
thrust of the religion of humanity: educating people into altruism.45 Everi though
he made no room for Comte's religious priesthood, Barreda followed Comte's
principle of the wise subordination of the intellect to the heart by treating love as
the ultimate end of a positivist education: "The heart, improved and perfected

Despite being common, referring to the "positivism" of the cientificos is mis
wisely notes the irreducible element of ideology involved: "Positivism was not
to blame for the evils of Mexico. The positivist ideal was one thing and the real
ity called Porfrrismo was another."56 Of course, this is not to deny that the
cientlficos called themselves "positivists" and used portions of positivism to
legitimate their positions. By emphasizing the importance of the positivist me
thod the Asociaci6n Metodofila-literally, the "association of method-lovers"
could set aside substantial elements of Comte's and Barreda's positivist doc-
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Not just the religion of humanity, but much of Comte's accompanying

ethical and political doctrines were ignored, alongside Barreda's dream of edu
cating Mexicans into altruism. As a communitarian offshoot of Saint-Simonism,
the original ethics and politics of positivism-which subordinated the interests
of the individual to those of society-simply did not suit the interests of the
Mexican bourgeoisie.58
Justo Sierra, the chief spokesperson for the

cientificos,

gave the clearest ex

pression to his generation's attempt to establish order from
most famous work,

Evoluci6n po/(tica del pueblo mexicano,

1 880

to

1910.

His

was written at the

turn of the century.59 While it seems to echo Barreda's positivist philosophy of
Mexican history, Sierra's version is almost completely recast in terms of Spen
cer's theory of evolution:

57

fundamental difference in how each understood this "evolution." 64 Comte, who
coined the term

altruism

and claimed that positivist morality could be summa

rized in the motto "live for others,"65 would never have invoked Spencer's

�

�� ?

phrase "survival of the fittest." Likewise, B rred argL d t at it was necessary o
�
�
"humanize the rich" through moral educatiOn, smce society has put wealth m
,
their hands for the common good and common progress. .66 But the cientificos

continued to twist free of positivism's moral injunctions, as Zea explains: "The

cientlficos

did not try to adapt the interests of the Mexican bourgeoisie to the

principles of positivism. On the contrary, they adapted the principles of positive
philosophy to the interests of the Mexican bourgeoisie."67 Thus, although the

cientlficos made Comte's "Order and Progress" the slogan of their
Libertad

newspaper La

the title was a nod to Barreda's "liberty as the means"-the editors

-

We have taken as our premise the concept that society is a living being
and consequently grows, develops, and undergoes transformations;

these transformations are continuous, and their celerity is in ratio to the

internal energy with which the social organism reacts to external ele

ments, assimilating them and utilizing them in the course of its growth.

stressed "the necessity of adopting the scientific bases of the evolutionary school
8
.
as point of departure for judging our social and political state. "6
However, not all of the

cientfjicos

were crass Social Darwinists. For example,

as Martin Stabb notes: "Sierra's intellectual honesty and basic open-mindedness
are especially evident in his analysis of Mexico's educational needs .... Underly

Science, converted into an amazingly complex and efficient tool, has

ing his many essays, articles, and speeches on education is a simple idea: people,

By "scientifically" studying the history of the Mexican people, Sierra and the

appears in the domain of education, which all three thinkers understood to be

accelerated a hundredfold the evolution of certain peoples.60

other

cient{jicos

virtually all people, are educable."69 In spite of the differences already dis
cussed, a considerable degree of continuity from Comte to Barreda to Sierra

sought to accelerate their evolution through a kind of social

crucial for the future of their nations and humanity as a whole. This is not to

engineering. According to Zea: "Political order and economic liberty was the

deny that Sierra's adaptation of Spencer was racist; he certainly considered both

ideal of this group," which "did not see order as ultimate end, but rather as an
1
instrument in the service of the interests of the individual." 6

the

The Spencerian philosophy of the

cient{jicos

and Barreda's Comtean positiv

ism were thus worlds apart in crucial respects, as further explained by Zea:

criollos to be backward.70 Nevertheless, Sierra's view stands

out

as less racist than many of his contemporaries who held that Indians were

not

indios

and

educable, since they were deterministically "inferior." Similarly, in contrast to

criollos, Sierra held that the
mestizos, whom he also identified

those who argued for the racial superiority of the
real agents of progress in Mexico were the

Comtian positivism, regardless of Barreda's efforts, did not justify the

with the bourgeoisie: "The mestizo family, called to absorb in its bosom the

bour

elements that begot it, in spite of the errors and vices explained hy its youth and

theo

for this "absorption" to continue, Sierra believed that Mexico needed to attract

freedom that was of paramount interest to the future Mexican

geoisie:

the freedom to acquire wealth without any restrictions other

than the ability of each individual.. .. The Mexican

bourgeoisie

rists soon found a theory which justified their interests. It was the the

ory of the English positivists John Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer,
especially the latter, and with them Charles Darwin's evolutionism.62

Simply put, the

cient(ficos

rejected· much of the ethical and political doctrine

of Barreda's Comtean positivism while modifying Spencer's evolutionism to
suit their interests.63 Comte's sociology, like Spencer's, had prescribed an evolu
tionary course for humanity understood as a social organism, but there was 11

lack of education, has constituted the dynamic factor in our history."71 In order

·more immigrants from Europe to mix with Mexico's indigenous population and
develop an effective educational system that was free, public, obligatory, and
universal.12 In short, while Sierra altered Barreda's Comtean vision of educa
tional progress based upon his racialized Spencerian view, he was more careful
in his reading of Spencer than many of the other

cientificos,

and even willing to

cite Comte to distance himself from the crasser Social Darwinists. 73
In any case, Sierra and the other

cient{jicos

judged that Porfirio Diaz was

needed to secure the order necessary to make progress possible, since only he
had managed to found "the political religion of peace" amidst Mexico's chaotic

58

history.74 As the embodiment of the mestizo middle class, Dfaz appears as the
nation's savior in Sierra's narrative. Supported by "the submission of society in

all its active elements" to create a "social dictatorship,"15 only Diaz could make

Mexico strong enough to avoid being economically dominated by the United
States. Barreda's ordering of terms-"Liberty as the means; order as the base;
progress as the end"-w!ls fundamentally altered as political liberty was de
ferred until the future, transformed from a means to an end. Whereas the ideas of
liberalism were an anachronism according to Barreda's positivism, Sierra
viewed them as utopic.76 The economic and political order that Diaz made pos
sible was presented as the next step in the natural social and political evolution
of Mexico. According to Zea, the cientificos maintained "the Darwinian thesis

of the fittest.... Spencer condemned all intervention that tended to nullify this
principle, such as charity or any other form of help for the less fit. The state's
mission was to protect the interests of the fittest.'.n In turn, the fittest members
of Mexican society-the bourgeoisie mestizos-would advance Mexico's evo
lution, completing its transition to becoming a fully industrial society.78
Unfortunately for the cient(ficos, Dfaz was not interested in being anyone's
instrument. Although his rule continued to confer various material advantages
upon the Mexican bourgeoisie, it became increasingly difficult to believe that
his rule constituted progress for the Mexican people as a whole. At the same
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of their peoples (and hurm the ethical and political lives
.
.
.
each sought to transfo
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e
a better system
.
manity as a whole) by instituting
.
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mcJude not 1· ust scientific or
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·

:

��

�
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the good.84

to say that Sierra came to oppose
This passage suggests that it is too simplistic
its vision stood in opposition �o the
positivism. He had only come to realize that
fought with the help of other phtlosoideology of Porftrism, which needed to be
phical traditions.

time, intellectual criticisms of the cient(ficos' "positivism" grew in both number
and power. Given this disappointment, Sierra publicly moved towards what has
been called "anti-positivism" in a 1908 address in honor of Gabino Barreda.79
However, I contend that Sierra was following in the positivist footsteps of both
the later Comte and Barreda by questioning the assumption that scientific know
ledge was everything. Like his positivist predecessors, Sierra came to believe
that science must ultimately be transmuted into positive sentiment:
On top of the sciences immense edifices of ideas have been erected

that, by explaining the universe and the destiny of man, have taken on
all of the aspects of metaphysical systems. They have served to fortify

and repair all the passions because the good fortune of ideas is and al

ways will be to convert themselves into sentiments, the only means of

moving the heart of peoples .... Flying like banners over all arguments,
they are called spiritualism, materialism, positivism, and agnosticism
0
today, pragmatism tomorrow. 8
Zea and others have taken Sierra's speech to mark a crisis in Mexican positiv
ism.81 Rather than appearing as a definitive science in Sierra's speech. positiv
ism "appears as one more philosophy, what we today call an ideology."82 But
there is an overlooked continuity in the fact that Comte, Barreda, and Sierra

Atheneum of Youth
Questioning the "Anti-Positivism" of Mexico's
was well established in Mexico
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I argue further below, even the mature philosophies
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cannot be understood apart from their education in positivism, which they
sought to sublate rather than simply negate.
For all of these reasons, it would be more accurate to refer to the "anti
Porfirism" rather than the "anti-positivism" of this new generation of Mexican
intellectuals, whom I will subsequently refer to as the atenefstas. In fact, as the
Porfiriato neared its end, positivism was no longer positively defined by Comte,
Barreda, or even Sierra. Positivism was coming to be defined negatively by its
opposition. This point is nicely illustrated by Oscar Marti's recent summary of
one of the most famous "anti-positivists," Uruguay's Jose Enrique Rod6, whose
book Ariel had a profound influence on Latin American intellectuals of the early

'ideal of the good' surges up as a natural product oif tIte enwronment ."93 Intel
·

�

mate relations of things."94 This moral philosophy c�n and should'm tur serve
�
as the foundation for a national education system hke the o e H to m le
�
�
mented in the Dominican Republic, or the one Barreda estab tsh e n
extco.
�
However, there is a problem with this positivist system, as Caso explams:

� � �

It is true that by obeying the concomitant inspirations of the experie�

sidered only the material elements of the world and treated ethics as but a justi

tialist and positivist currents of contemporary philosophy, the � or�hst
negates all ethics founded on metaphysical postulate�. But the �n?ctple
that he admits, according to which existence effecttvely fits tnstde of

fication for the pursuit of economic gains. Left out were art and poetry, the im
agination and ideals, compassion and humanity."89 This is a fair characterization
of Rod6's philosophical polemic, but it is also an utter mischaracterization of

�

The atenefstas sought to philosophize for themselves, but it is unlikely that

they could completely escape their early philosophical training in positivism, as

_t

Zea and the term "anti-positivism" suggest.90 As a point of historical fact, the

atenefstas were savvier than this, working to criticize positivism from within.

panoramic view of positivism's history hearkens back to the "method-loving"
tivist method: "In order to understand the true value and character of the Posi
tive Philosophy, we must take a brief general view of the progressive course of
the human mind, regarded as a whole, for no conception can be understood oth

erwise than through its history."91 Guillermo Hurtado's explanation of the thrust
of Caso's lectures is thus perceptive: "Caso's purpose in his lectures was to offer
an historical vision of positivism with the aim of clarifying how much of this
doctrine was salvageable and how much needed to be superseded." In other
words, Caso's 1 909 lectures were an extension of Sierra's 1 908 so-called anti
positivist turn, but the method both thinkers used to criticize positivism was it

self the legacy of Barreda's positivist philosophy of education, as institutional
ized in the Preparatoria where Caso had studied history under Sierra.
Like the later Sierra, Caso portrays positivism as something to be supple
mented or even superseded rather than negated. This is clear in his 1910 lecture
on the moral philosophy of Eugenio Marfa de Hostos,92 a Puerto Rican philoso
pher deeply influenced by positivism. Like Barreda, Hostos maintained that "the

�

_

cial world"-these are without a doubt determmtsttc and mtellectuahstic metaphysical postulates.95

For example, Antonio Caso's 1 909 series of seven lectures in the Preparatoria

society of Barreda and fits perfectly with Comte's own description of the posi

�

completely logical formulations-the idea o an e ern�l harmony be
tween society and the physical environment m whtch tt develops, the
.
concept that erects the ought in "the spontan�us deductton of all rela
tions that link us with the external world, the m e�n�l wort . and the so 

positivism, at least as articulated by Comte, Barreda, and the later Sierra.

appears utterly positivist in terms of its method, even as it criticizes some of the

•

lectuals should not try to peer behind or underneath the appeara nce of moral
.
Phenomena· Rather' by following the positivist method that combmes elements
1 osophY "onth
of empiricism and rationalism, they should construct a mora1 _Ph"l
_
.
b�·s of the affirmation of the perennial order that reason dtscovers m the mtt-

twentieth century, especially the atenefstas: "Rod6 believed that positivism con

positivist doctrine. Caso's decision to offer his critique only after providing a
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�
�

Here, Caso offers an internal critique of Hostos' positi� ism (and B�rr �·s, by
_
extension).96 What Hostos claims as the rational unfold10g of a sctentt t� pht·
losophy is called a deus ex machina by Caso. Pe�haps eve? mo�e surp ts�ngly,
�
caso cites Comte for philosophical support, effectively rootmg htmself tnside of

�e fi�st
�aditio� ��o, contrary to the recetved m

the positivist tradition in order to go beyond it: "Auguste Comte was

philos- opher of the experientialist

heritance of naturalism, affirmed the trreductbthty of each order of natural laws

to the others, whether superior or inferior."97

While Caso does not invoke Comte's later work 10 thts lecture, he ts JUSt as
_
captivated by the claim that love is higher than science when he ":ttes:
e
human soul is more than reason; it is what the history of the spectes exh�btts 10
•

•

•

•

"��· �

the symbolic forms of heroism and love."98 Comte wo�ld full� endorse thts quo
tation even if he would not embrace Caso's metaphystcal notton of human free
_
dom. n any case, Caso saw something enduring in the positivist moral phdosoh

I

of Hostos, "the awareness that there remains the task of adequately

�o�pleting his mission, the example of his existence consecrate�. � the 'de

�earkens back to the postt_tvtsm of the
� Although Caso's mature phtlosophy developed a �ectdedly met�
_
pbysical interpretation of this "demanding religio� o� duty," ht� atm was shll
.
manding reli ion of duty,"' a phrase that
later Comte.

remarkably continuous with the later Comte's postttvtsm, as I wtll demonstrate

in the final section below.

.
According to Guillermo Hurtado, Vasconcelos' 1910 lecture, "Gabmo Barre_
da and Contemporary Ideas,"100 is even more important for understandmg the
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"anti-positivism" of the atene(stas}01 In Hurtado's estimation, Vasconcelos

sought "to repudiate the bases of Spencerian evolutionism with which the group

of establishment intellectuals known as the 'cientificos' justified the dictatorship

of Porfirio Diaz as a necessary evil."102 Hurtado's point is that "positivism" had
come to refer to "the whole system of ideas that were used to le itimate the ex
�
ercise of power by the cientlficos and Porfirio Diaz himself."' 3 But as estab
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To say that positivism could not contain the aspirations of the atene{stas is

�

perfectly compatible with their aspirations having been sh ped

.?.Y positivism. It

is also compatible with what Vasconcelos called the atenerstas mtellectual rev
olution," since they did launch an assault on the ideology of Porfirism and the
social Darwinism of the crasser cientijicos

.111

lished above, this is more accurately labeled "anti-Porfirism," at least if we are

to take the historical roots of positivism seriously, as Vasconcelos does. His

attempt to "specify the state of contemporary thought" by uncovering its histori

Positivism and Jose Vasconcelos' Cosmic Race

cal origins is methodologically positivist, just like Caso's lecture series.104 In

positivist fashion, Vasconcelos also interprets Barreda's attempt to cultivate a

national spirit by way of a positivist education as a necessary historical stage
that moved Mexico beyond the philosophy of scholasticism. 105 Although "Bar

reda and positivism did not give us everything we longed for," the "abyss be

tween the ideas of yesterday and today," is not between Vasconcelos and Barre

da's Comtean positivism, which had salutatory moral effects on Mex.ico}06 The
break is between Vasconcelos and the Spencerian philosophy of the cient{jicos.

Vasconcelos make this more nuanced and specific "anti-positivism"-which I

have been calling "anti-Porfirism"-dear when he says that it was Spencer (not

With respect to Vasconcelos' philosophy, two things are widely agreed upon.
The first, which I challenged in the section above, is his being classified as an
"anti-positivist." The second is that La raza cosmica, firs published in 1925, s
. �
his most influential work. Therefore, I would like to h1ghhght some of the conti

�

nuities between this work and the positivisms of Comte, Barreda, and Sierra in
order to show that my interpretation is not restricted to Vasconcelos' early years
as an ateneista. It bears repeating that I am not denying the fact that Vasconce
los' work has genuinely anti-positivist strains. My concern is only to show how

Comte) who up until very recently "was the official philosopher among us."107

Vasconcelos reimagined some key positivist themes.

satisfied by positivism. Rather, Vasconcelos is negating the ideology of Porfir
ism, while sublating aspects of Barreda's and Sierra's positivisms.108 More sim

rise to a new human type"-simply does not make sense apart from the back

Of course, I am not suggesting that Vasconcelos or the other atenefstas were

ply put, Vasconcelos finds positivism as a whole to have been necessary but not
sufficient for his generation's intellectual growth.

In fact, the central thesis of La raza cosmica-"that the various races of the
earth tend to intermix at a gradually increasing pace, and eventually will give
drop of positivism.112 As Didier T. Jaen notes:

Vasconcelos ends his lecture with a method for judging whether a philosophi
cal system should be accepted. In a move that once again suggests he is intellec

"Order and progress" the motto of Positivism, did not cease to be the
motto of Mexican society after the Revolution. What the Revolution

Barreda, Vasconcelos lays out three meta-theoretical norms to guide the phi

progress . . . . Nor was Vasconcelos opposed to that mot�o either, only
that "progress" for Vasconcelos reached beyond econom1 welfare Or
�
:
der and progress were not ends in themselves but the bas s for an 1deal
1
3
future deve1opment. 11

tually uneasy about departing too far from the "method-loving" company of

losophical quest for truth, even when it turns to metaphysics: 1 ) "The fundamen
tal intuition of the philosophical system must never be in disagreement with

scientific laws"; 2) "The synthesis must never infringe upon the formal laws of
logic"; and 3) "The moral consequences of the system are . . . a confirmation of

did was to change the basis of that order and to widen the field of social

its vitality."109 Once we recognize that all three of these meta-theoretical norms
were shared by Comte, Barreda, and the later Sierra, Vasconcelos' closing re

doubtedly challenged the values of the cientijicos. But despite drawing upon

light:

ured humanity ruled by love. This vision lines up perfectly with that of the later

flections-{)ften cited as evidence of his "anti-positivism"-appear in a different
With the prudence suggested by the norms just studied, we have at
tempted to receive new ideas. The positivism of Comte and of Spencer
could never contain our aspirations. Today, since it is in disagreement

with the data of science itself, we find it lacking in vitality and rea

son.110

The fact that Vasconcelos' vision culminates in a new "Aesthetic Age" un

non-positivist philosophical vocabularies, Vasconcelos' vision ends with a refig

�

Comte, who was equally interested in "an ideal future development" for uman

ity. Of course, given his own context, Vasconcelos replaces Comte's ch ef pro
1
tagonists-France, Europe, and whites-with Mexico, Latin America, and mes

tizos: "[America's] predestination obeys the design of constituting the cradle of
a fifth rac e into which all nations wilt fuse with each other to replace the four
races that have been forging History apart from each other . . . unity will be con

summated there by the triumph of fecund love."114 As this passage demonstrates,
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Vasconcelos' philosophy of history is no Jess sweeping or utopic than that of
Comte, Barreda, or Sierra. Like Comte, Vasconcelos sought to be a great syn

e of the generous act, which "in the midst
celos was mystified by the appearanc
, 4
e .ac
� ts . 1 2
o
d' .
t the meanness of the universe, is the strangest contra act1on f th
Vas
in spite of the widespread tendency to label him as an "anti-pos tivist,"
y
zed
be
characten
longer
no
would
that
race
� such
concelos' vision of a cosmic
Sterra.
and
Barreda,
Comte,
of
ies
philosoph
positivist
meanness drew upon the

thesizer with a cosmopolitan vision; like Barreda, he saw an overarching, trans
national purpose flowing through the stages of Mexican history; and like Sierra,
us

he saw the mestizo as the chief protagonist in this world-historical drama.
Following his positivist predecessors, Vasconcelos also believed that knowledge

must be placed in the service of Jove, since the highest purpose is "the mission
6
of fusing all peoples ethnically and spiritually. "11
Vasconcelos claims that this mission will be accomplished given "the Jaw of
the three social stages."1 1 7 Although this phrase "is not to be taken in the Com

tian sense," it still sounds suspiciously like the later Comte's. Vasconcelos ad

mittedly places more emphasis on the aesthetic, but both thinkers imagine the
dominant principle of the world moving from the material/warlike, to the intel

lectual/political, to the spiritual/loving. Moreover, Vasconcelos' refigured Hu

manity, the "cosmic race" that is able "to live joy grounded on love" as it is

"ruled b sympathy," can only be reached through a long process of moral edu
r
cation,11 much like the one that Comte inspired Barreda to develop. Sierra's
blending of philosophy of education and racial logic is also evident when Vas

concelos writes: "Inferior races, upon being educated, would become less pro
lific, and the better specimens would go on ascending a scale of ethnic improve

ment, whose maximum type is . . . that new race to which the White himself will

have to aspire."119 Finally, Vasconcelos' prophecy, hearkening back to the Saint
1 0
Simonian roots of positivism, culminates in "the redemption of all men. " 2
In stark contrast to Vasconcelos' philosophy, "The official policy and the Pos

itivists' science, which was directly influenced by that policy, said that the law

was not love but antagonism, fight, and the triumph of the fittest.''121 Clearly,
Vasconcelos' criticism of the "Positivists' science" here is not directed at
Comte's or Barreda's positivism, given their philosophies of education, which
claimed that only love is capable of producing a new Humanity. Vasconcelos'

criticism is directed against the cientificos, although not against science as such,
since he combats "the vulgarity of Spencerian Darwinism" by citing new scien

tific discoveries in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and biology. m In positivist
fashion, Vasconcelos sought to place the entirety of human knowledge in the

service of the spiritual reformation of a future Humanity ruled by what Comte
called "Love as principle." But like Sierra, Vasconcelos modified the original
positivist philosophy of history in light of evolutionism. Th� difference is that

rather than drawing upon Spencer, Vasconcelos drew upon Bergson. Nonethe

less, as was the case for Sierra, Latin America's mestizos play the lead role in

Vasconcelos' sweeping narrative of the creative evolution of the cosmic race:

"Only the Iberian part of the continent possesses the spiritual factors, the race,
and the territory necessary for the great enterprise of initiating the new universal

era of Humanity . . . . We have all the races and the aptitudes. The only thing Jack
ing is for true love to organize and set in march the law of History."123 Vascon-

�

�ut
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Caso's works are voluminous, but the pnmary ax1s of hts thmkmg ts ex
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�

pressed in La existencia como econom(a, como desin eres y co� �aridad. First
d
published as a brief essay in 1916, Caso added considerably to tt m 1 9 .19, . �
.
s
substantially revised it in 1 943, noting that the essay had constituted hts h e
preoccupation (3:viii). As John Haddox notes, the force of Caso's pr�occupatton
with altruism in these years is particularly fascinating when we constder that he
wrote when "memories of the 'biological-evolutionary' defense of the dictator
ship of Porfirio Dfaz and the violence of the Mexican revolution were still

�

strong, and when World War I [and later, World War II] had just �nded.''128 As
Caso wrote in 1 94 1 : "Humanity has forgotten love. It no longer thmks of works
of charity, but of works of egoism" (8: 153; italics in ori�i�l).
Existence as Economy, as Disinterest, and as Chanty ts an attempt to fully
i�gs find them
express the ruthless struggle for existence in whic� human
selves as biological animals, while nonetheless makmg more v1s1ble the aspects

�

of human experience that are disinterested and medi�ating upon the �em�rkable
human capacity for altruism. In his preface, Caso wr1tes that he was msptred by
"the evolution of Christian ideas and sentiments through the centuries" (3:27).
However, he aims to understand Christianity not by the lights of its theologians,
but by way of its moral exemplars, constituting "a kind of cult to heroes and the

heroic" (3:27). This is utterly positivist, in the tradition of Comte's new calendar
2
and system of social worship based on the Jives of great historical indi�iduals,1 9
with its pedagogical counterpart in Barreda's system ?f. moral educatiOn. C�so
outlines the significance of some great moral and rehgtous figures, presentmg
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their lives as a testament against the bitter contemporary world, which typically

"exalts force, domination without scruples, life without law" (3:29).

Caso's first three chapters detail the powerful forces of biology and econom

ics, although he is ultimately more interested in the human world of aesthetic,

moral, and religious values. These aspects of human existence persist alongside
and even in spite of the aspects of the world that are characterized by endless

67

was not to condemn human intelligence to ignorance, but rather "to liberate it
forever, obligating it to adhere to scientific, positive investigations where it
could always achieve success in proportion to its energy" (3:66). Yet precisely
what Comte portrays as positive, Caso describes as negative: "The error of posi
tivism consists in having arbitrarily selected the data of experience. True positiv

effort" (3:43). This is existence as economy, and it is utterly real. However, to
claim that this is the only aspect of existence, as many of the cientificos did, is

ism, which complies with pure experience, will have to admit with Husser/,
against Comte, that there are universal objects, which constitute 'the ultimate
data of intuition"' (3:67).
Just like Vasconcelos did in La raza c6smica, Caso outlines three historical
stages, placing Comtean positivism in the second stage. Although both ate
neistas distinguish their three stages from Comte's, their final stages neverthe

and so his middle three chapters articulate existence as disinterest, just as his

concelos also resemble one another in giving art a greater role to play in

biological strife and economic struggle. In other words, the biological-economic

processes described by Darwin and Spencer are indeed founded in experience,

where organisms obey the law of life-characterized by conscious or uncon
scious egoism-adapting themselves to achieve "maximum gain with minimal

ideology. In contrast, Caso seeks to philosophize on the basis of all experience,

final three chapters celebrate existence as charity.

Philosophically, this constitutes Caso 's "metaphysical voluntarism, that is, the

preference for action over idea, for life over reason as a fundamental principle"

(3:44). Still, Caso never denies the biological perspective, and he freely admits

what he calls the "economic theory of knowledge," which is roughly the utilitar
ian, pragmatic, and positivist principle that knowledge serves the will, that "in

telligence is the faculty of creating tools" (3:50). However, our being is not fully

expended in being tool-using animals; rather, "human surplus makes man a pos
sible instrument of culture, heroism, and sainthood" (3:44). In order to under
stand this surplus, Caso argues for a return to speculative metaphysics, which

less resemble Comte's vision of a humanity transformed by love. Caso and Vas
accomplishing this transformation. As Caso writes: "Art, compared with the
biological imperative of expending the least effort, appears as a shocking waste,
a violent and mysterious antithesis" (3:70). Caso argues that the logic of sci
ence-neatly expressed in Comte's famous formula of savoir pour prevoir,
prevoir pour pouvoir ("know in order to foresee, foresee in order to control"]

cannot easily account for the way that art breaks the closed circle of vital interest
13
and disrupts the economy of existence. 0
The remainder of Caso's essay is a reflection on the world as charity, or the
fact that "heroic altruism" is possible. He claims that positivism's scientific ori

requires philosophy "to combine scientific methods and results with the truths of

entation could not give a satisfactory philosophical account of the very altruism

An examination of how Caso draws upon the work of Bergson and HusserI to

action, rather than scientific knowledge, that constitutes the height of human

intuition" (3:61 ).

develop his notion of intuition exceeds the scope of this essay. My aim is simply

to explain the way that Caso presents Comtean positivism as something to be
sublated, rather than simply negated. His tripartite narrative of post-Kantian
philosophy presents Hegel as thesis, Comte as antithesis, and Husser) as synthe

sis. Quoting a passage from Hegel that resonates with the Ateneo de la Juventud,
Caso writes:
Above all, I call upon the spirit of youth, because it is the blessed time
in life . . . when man can occupy himself freely in science and love it

with a disinterested love, when the spirit has still neither taken a nega

tive and superficial attitude toward truth, nor lost itself in critical, vaca

ous and idle investigations . . . . In theface of this love, the universe must
in

set

of . italics

Charity is a fact just like struggle. One does not demonstrate it, one

practices is, does it, like life . . . . You will never have the intuition of or

der that opposes biological life, you will never understand existence in
its profound richness, you will mutilate it endlessly, if you are not cha
ritable. Fundamental intuitions must be lived (3: 100).

Apart from intricate questions about Caso's doctrine of intuition or his meta

physics, which exceed the scope of this paper, Caso agrees with Comte that

highest human achievement is to "live for others": "Charity consists of going out

of oneself, in giving oneself to others, in yielding oneself, lavishly, without fear

of exhausting oneself' (3:97-98). In short, Caso's fundamental moral intuition

In contrast to Hegel, "positivism arises and affirms the relativity of knowl

adjusting it in that wise subordination to the heart which forms the condition of
all harmonious growth." 13 1 In turn, the later Comte would agree with Caso's

3:65;

first

existence, Caso writes:

added).

reveal

itself (quoted

it counseled because it remained metaphysically agnostic. Given that it is loving

edge, negating the metaphysical competence of reason" (3:65). For Comte this

lines up with Comte's later attempts to "place the intellect in its proper place;

words: "Reader: what you read here is only philosophy, and philosophy is an
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interest of knowledge. Charity is action. Go and commit acts of charity. Then
'

besides being wise, you will be a saint"

(3: 106).

Of course, Caso understood that moral education required more than exhorta

tions, which Jed him to respond to Barreda's philosophy of education. In

�ntf Alllholo�y of Philosophical Thought ( 1 926),

History

Caso writes: "Educated in posi

tiVISm, we wtll honor the memory of our educator [Barreda]. It will always have

been good for us to have substituted the Comtean doctrine for scholasticism"

(6:298).

However, Caso criticizes Barreda's educational system for failing to

live up to his teacher Comte's aim of "subordinating the intellect to the heart":
In this sense, the entire work of Gabino Barreda is truncated and frus

trated. It is not enough to form the intellect; it is necessary to form the
will . . . . Our 'National' Preparatory School, just as Barreda envisioned

it, did not form anything but the intellect (and even this imperfectly,

because human understanding without metaphysical culture wiii always
be a diminished understanding), never sentiment and the will!

(6:299).

This passage suggests that far from being a simple "anti-positivist," Caso
sought to sublate Barreda's Comtean undertaking in the domain of moral educa
tion.
Against Comte, Caso makes the metaphysical claim that, like everything else
in the universe, man is fundamentally an

individual. Even humanity, which posi

tivism understood as a social organism, is comprised of human individuals.
Nonetheless, as John Haddox notes, "Caso asserts that the very spirituality of the
human person is only realized in a society based on the moral union of men.''132
In other words, the unity of humanity is not a metaphysical reality; it is a moral
ideal. Still, Caso rejoins the positivists when he suggests that the goal of moral
education is to steer each individual toward altruism, toward moral sainthood.
Although Caso was no more enamored than Barreda was with Comte's religion
of humanity as a cultic apparatus, Caso seeks to integrate its moral aims into a
system of education that would recognize that "there is no manner of forming a
perfect man with primers and formulas, but there does exist a mode of integrat
ing the spirit by sympathy and by conviction"
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(4:1 1 ).

This had also been Barreda's aim, but in Caso's judgment Barreda's Prepara
toria had failed to properly shape the sentiment and will of its students. As for

If we wish, then, to make men in the schools, let us form individual

souls, form good animals, improve the race, forming men who are

beautiful and ready for action. But at the same time . . . let us make man

charitable. Let us make him artistic . . . . Then we wilt then have achieved
the ends of education

(4: 16-17).

In sum, Caso's educational aims with respect to morality line up quite closely
with Comte's and Barreda's (and as his views on scientific education are quite
close to Sierra's).
The difference lies in their respective metaphysics. Just as Caso denies meta
physical status to Comte's humanity as a unified superorganism, he recasts Bar
reda's notion of freedom, which Zea summarized as follows:
Barreda did not believe that the individual was free to do what he
wished. Freedom ought to be subordinate to the interests of society . . . .

Thus, the state should intervene, as a n instrument o f society, i n the

moral education of Mexicans. It must prepare Mexicans to be good civ
il servants by stimulating their altruistic sentiments.133

Zea was highly critical of the way that Barreda tried to reconcile individual
freedom with social necessity because he effectively, albeit unintentionally,
paved the way for the abuses of Porfirism when he wrote: "Liberty, far from
being irreconcilable with order, consists, in all phenomena, both organic and
inorganic, i n submitting fully to the laws that determine those phenomena."134 In
contrast, Caso's metaphysics of freedom turns Barreda's logic on its head: "We
are free when we negate ourselves in a centrifugal movement, when we hero
ically abdicate our individual prerogative"

(3: 1 13). The biological and economic

laws of animal life command egoism, whereas disinterest and charity constitute
the rejection of these laws. Because altruism must be freely chosen, Caso writes:
"The good is not a categorical imperative, a law of reason, like Kant thought,
but rather an enthusiasm. It does not command . . . it inspires"

(3:96).

In Caso's

philosophy, we thus return full circle to Comte's summary of the subjective
· principle of positivism as "the subordination of the intellect to the heart."

the result, "The man educated intellectually, only intellectually, only by pure
thinking, is a profound egoist"

(4: 13).

Caso does not explicitly tie this point to

the way that Barreda's Preparatoria had inadvertently produced the

cientificos,

an ideology of "existence as

Summary

economy." But he does insist that education must cultivate the other aspects of

in Mexico

who leant intellectual legitimacy to

porfirismo,

human existence, such as disinterest and charity:

and
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In the first section, we saw that the later Comte believed this positivist prin
ciple of altruism to be even more crucial than his earlier epistemology, philoso
phy of history, or philosophy of science, which have nevertheless received more
scholarly attention. Next, we explored how Barreda's philosophy, the historical
foundation of positivism in Mexico, drew upon Comte ' s ethical and political
aims while nonetheless rejecting his religious means. In turn, we saw how the
next generation of Mexican "positivists," the cient{jicos, altered Barreda' s Com
lean positivism in keeping with their own economic and political aims, which
they supported through a creative misreading of Spencer. In contrast to the
crasser social Darwinism of many other cient{jicos, we examined Sierra' s narra
tive concerning the evolution of the Mexican people, noting how he made mes
tizos his chief protagonists and eventually came to realize that the ideology of
Porfirism must be supplanted. As the section on the atenefstas suggested, Caso
and Vasconcelos sought to do just this, but given their historical sense of intel
lectual indebtedness to the legacies of Comte, Barreda, and Sierra, I suggested
calling them "anti-Porfirists" rather than "anti-positivists." To further support
this change in label, my final two sections attempted to show how Vasconcelos '
La raza c6smica and Caso's La existencia como economfa. como desinteres y
como caridad cannot be understood apart from the way that they seek to sublate
rather than negate various elements of positivism.
In keeping with this observation, I want to conclude by briefly considering
Caso's alternative narrative of his relation to positivism near the end of his ca
reer in Positivism, Neopositivism, and Phenomenology (1941). Caso's narrative
begins with the classical positivism of Comte and Mill but ends in two vastly
different philosophical traditions: the neopositivism of the Vienna Circle and the
"critical positivism" of phenomenology. That Caso wants to distance himself
from the logical positivism of the Vienna circle is perhaps unsurprising, but his
willingness to embrace a form of "critical positivism" contradicts the typical, but
wrongheaded characterization of him as a simple "anti-positivist." In fact, Caso
embraces the moral direction of Comte ' s later works where "the synthesis of the
fundamental sciences is subordinated to the mystical love of humanity" (7: 128),
a sentiment that also marks Vasconcelos ' work. Caso is nevertheless critical of
Comte's "arbitrary selection of experience, which translates into partially skep
tical attitudes towards metaphysics and religion" (7: 1 3 1 ) . This "arbitrary selec
tion of experience," which was made even more arbitrary and selective by the
cient{jicos, functions practically as a negation of disinterest and charity, which
cannot be intellectually demonstrated or deduced but must be lived, experienced,
or intuited. In short, Caso's internal critique of Comte' s positivist method is that
it is not sufficiently positive to describe, much less achieve, the altruistic doc
trine that it advocates. So rather than negate positivism, Caso seeks to sublate it
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in his "critical positivism." In the final passage of the book Caso writes, "We
will always remain within positivism," but instead of negating certain aspects of
experience, Caso encourages us to "admit its vast complexity" (7: 173). With
respect to the history of both "positivism" and "anti-positivism" in Mexico, I
suggest that we do the same.
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